A Safety Orientation and Verification Program

Contact us today at info@tappisafe.org to get the TAPPISAFE program started in your facility.

TAPPISAFE.ORG

TAPPISAFE has been developed by TAPPI, the leader in training for the pulp, paper, tissue, packaging and converting industry since 1915 with the support of the Alliance Safety Council, which has over 20 years of proven success in developing and delivering 1.2 million training units as well as maintaining contractor/vendor safety orientations.

A joint project of

In cooperation with

Participating Facilities

BioPappel – Prewitt, NM
Domtar – Ahumada, AR
Domtar – Mankato, WI
Domtar – Plymouth, NC
Finn Paper – Glen Falls, NY
Georgia-Pacific – Crockett, AK
Graphic Packaging – Battle Creek, MI
Graphic Packaging – Kalamazoo, MI
Graphic Packaging – Mazon, GA
Graphic Packaging – Plattsburgh, NY
International Paper – Augusta, GA
International Paper – Bogalusa, LA
International Paper – Cedar Rapids, IA
International Paper – Columbus, MS
International Paper – Courtland, AL
International Paper – Eastover, SC
International Paper – Edirne, Turkey
International Paper – Franklin, VA
International Paper – Georgetown, SC
International Paper – Henderson, KY
International Paper – Kemira, Morocco
International Paper – Kiewit, Poland
International Paper – Mansfield, LA
International Paper – Maysville, KY
International Paper – Newport, IN
International Paper – Orange, TX
International Paper – Port Arthur, TX
International Paper – Pines Hill, AL
International Paper – Prattville, AL
International Paper – Prosperity, SC
International Paper – Red River, LA
International Paper – Riegelwood, NC
International Paper – Riverdale, AL
International Paper – Rome, GA
International Paper – Saltair, France
International Paper – Savannah, GA
International Paper – Springfield, OR
International Paper – Svetlogorsk, Russia
International Paper – Texarkana, TX
International Paper – Ticonderoga, NY
International Paper – Valliant, OK
International Paper – Vicksburg, MS
KapStone – Charleston, SC
Kimberly-Clark – Beach Island, SC
Kimberly-Clark – Fullerton, CA
Knowlton Technologies
Liberty Paper – Becket, MA
Mondi – Pinna Beach, AR
PaperWorks – Philadelphia, PA
PaperWorks – Walker, MN
Pond Industries – Conyers, GA
Port Townsend Paper – Port Townsend, WA
Resolute Forest Products – Fairmont, WV
Resolute Forest Products – Menominee, MI
SCA – Burton, AL
Shinohcana Paper – Napanee, Ontario, CA
Twin Rivers – New York Mills, NY
Twin Rivers – Pickens, MS
Verso – Wisconsin Rapids, WI
WestRock – Battle Creek, MI
WestRock – Catoosa, OK
WestRock – Covington, VA
WestRock – Demopolis, AL
WestRock – Eaton, IN
WestRock – Evansdale, TX
WestRock – Florence, SC
WestRock – Lynchburg, VA
WestRock – Panama City, FL
WestRock – Solvay, NY
WestRock – St. Paul, MN
WestRock – Stroudsburg, PA
WestRock – Tacoma, WA
WestRock – West Point, VA

When some of the largest facilities make a major change in their safety orientation, it’s time for you to learn more.

Get Started ➤ TAPPISAFE.ORG
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TAPPISAFE® Basic Orientation is an awareness-level safety program and not intended to replace a company’s employee safety training.
Instead of explaining what we are, we’ll tell you what we’re not...just a training content provider. TAPPISAFE was developed by safety experts from some of the leading manufacturing, supplier and contractor companies in our Industry. These safety leaders created and vetted the TAPPISAFE modules and have incorporated best practices from facilities across the country.

TAPPISAFE is an OSHA awareness level safety orientation developed specifically for pulp and paper contractors, suppliers and employees.

TAPPISAFE Advisory and Curriculum Committees are comprised of representatives from facilities, suppliers and contractor companies. Together, they created reliable and efficient courses based on best practices used in some of the largest facilities in our Industry. These peer-reviewed courses provide the necessary essentials to ensure the safety of our Industry.

The TAPPISAFE Advisory and Curriculum Committees are comprised of representatives from facilities, suppliers and contractor companies. Together, they created reliable and efficient courses based on best practices used in some of the largest facilities in our Industry. These peer-reviewed courses provide the necessary essentials to ensure the safety of our Industry.

Implementing TAPPISAFE in your facility is easy and quick

Savings Opportunities in Time, Personnel & Budget

Constant Updating of Course Content

Learn more TAPPISAFE.ORG

**Interested? Keep reading.**

Wouldn’t it be great to have your workforce show up at your facilities ready to work and also have the ability to confirm they’ve taken a standardized course developed by Industry experts?

Well, that’s TAPPISAFE.

**Your facility is 24/7, so are we.**

We’ve worked with safety leaders across the country to understand the costs facilities incur when the workforce arrives onsite, yet are unable to enter because they haven’t gone through orientation. TAPPISAFE eliminates the need to develop, schedule and administer onsite orientation. Students can access TAPPISAFE from any computer with internet access, take the orientation and arrive at your gate ready to work!

Included in the TAPPISAFE program are the following features and services:

- Basic Orientation
- Site-Specific Orientation
- Truck Driver Orientation
- 26 Safety Training Courses
- Process Safety Management Orientation (PSM)
- Employee Safety Orientation
- GateCheck Application
- Online Records Management (Accessible online 24/7)

How do contractors, suppliers and employees benefit?

If you’ve heard comments from your workforce about redundant orientation on the same safety information at every facility, TAPPISAFE can help. Once a student takes the Basic Orientation, it can be verified at any facility in the TAPPISAFE program. They can simply take your site specific orientation online and you can instantly verify their compliance.

- TAPPISAFE’s individualized, online courses reduce wage and travel time cost for contractor/supplier companies.
- TAPPISAFE Basic Orientation is valid for a year and is recognized at any participating facility during that time.
- TAPPISAFE Site-Specific Orientations eliminate redundancy and speeds up the process of getting your workforce onsite.
- TAPPISAFE Basic Orientation is provided in both Spanish and English language versions.
- TAPPISAFE is portable for the workforce! Records are tied to student information and not company information.